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CATALOG OF PRECISELY REDUCED OBSERVATIONS
I. INTRODUCTION
This catalog is the 16th in the series of SAO Special Reports listing the
positions of artificial satellites as obtained by the SAO Photoreduction Divi-
sion from the precise reduction of the films taken at the 12 Baker-Nunn
Camera Stations. These catalogs appear regularly and in the same form,
each covering periods of 3 months of observations on satellites tracked by
the Observatory. Each catalog includes all precisely reduced observations
made during that period that have been checked and found to be without sig-
nificant errors.
These observations can be independently checked by determining their
residuals from the best obtainable orbits. In practice, however, this is not
so simple, since the best orbits can be obtained only by the use of the same
observations that are being checked. Thus we compute orbits regularly from
only the precisely reduced observations, and evaluate those that deviate con-
siderably from the orbits. Then, the positions are used again to test whether
or not their new residuals meet standards for publication.
Only orbits with a standard deviation 0- of one observation not exceeding
+20" are used as reference; on the average, the standard deviation is only
between ±5" and +10" All observations with residuals larger than +10" are
examined to find whether the error is due to the observation or to the poor
accuracy of the orbit.
This work was supported by grant NsG 87-60 from the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.
The present catalog includes 448 observations of Satellite 1959 ctl
(Vanguard 2), 969 observations of Satellite 1959 rll (Vanguard 3), 1046
observations of Satellite 1960 L2 (Echo 1 Rocket Body), 1023 observations of
Satellite 1961 61 (Explorer 9), 249 observations of Satellite 1961 ol (Transit
4A), 175 observations of Satellite 1961 o2 (Injun), 1303 observations of Satel-
lite 1961 ct61 (Midas 4), 613 observations of Satellite 1962 ctcl (Telstar 1 ),
303 observations of Satellite 1962_3vl (A15 Relay), 635 observations of
Satellite 1963 13A (Telstar 2), and 561 observations of Satellite 1963 26A
(Geophysics Research).
The observations (both in position and in time) were reduced essentially
by the method explained by the late K. Lassovszky in SAO Special Report 41
(Lassovszky, Weston, Pardue, Bull±s, and Zadunaisky, 1960). All the
measurements have been made with two-screw Mann comparators.
Although the Baker-Nunn cameras can achieve an accuracy better than
±2" in the positions (Lassovszky, 1961), the average results may not be so
accurate. Until every position can be given with its proper uncertainty as
obtained from the reduction, a standard deviation of ±4" is assigned. Four
seconds of arc is probably an upper limit on the standard deviation of a
position.
The time accuracy of the observations depends primarily on the stability
of the station clock and on the reception of the time signals. Uncertainties
have been estimated according to these criteria; they vary from ±0. 5 msec
to ±20 msec, with an average value of +2 msec.
In order to expedite processing of the observations, we have found it
necessary to employ a "smoothed preliminary" A. 1 time system in the re-
ductions. The A. 1 times reported for all observations in this catalog have
been derived by employing the following reductions from the WWV emitted




1963 Jan. 01. 0-1963 Nov. 01.0
A. 1-WWV Emitted
2s292725 + 0.001118458 (t - 38,030.0)
where t is in Modified Julian Days, i.e., Julian Days minus 2,400,000.5
days.
The format of the catalog is as follows:
The first column gives the year, month, and day of the observation.
The second column gives the time of the observation in hours, minutes,
and seconds in the smoothed preliminary A. 1 system.
The third column gives the root mean square (RMS) (standard error) of
the time expressed in milliseconds.
The fourth gives the topocentric right ascension expressed in hours,
minutes, and seconds of time; and the fifth, the topocentric declination in
degrees, minutes, and seconds of arc. These positions refer to the mean
equator and equinox of 1950. 0, in the fundamental system of the FK4 (Fricke
and Kopff, 1963). All satellite positions after August 31, 1962, have been
reduced withthe SAOStar Catalog, which is in the FK4 system. The posi-
tions have not been corrected for parallactic refraction; correction will hardly
ever exceed 2"
The sixth column gives the standard error (RMS) of the position expressed
in seconds of arc, always 4 in this catalog.
The seventh column gives the station number.
The eighth column gives the film and frame number.
The ninth column gives in abbreviation the name of the measurer.
The tenth column gives the observation number assigned by SAO.
Table 1 gives the station location and number, and the x,y,z coordinates
referenced to the Kaula ellipsoid, f= 1/298.25 and a= 6. 378165 Mm. The
description of the station coordinates and the datum to which they were con-
nected by standard geodetic surveying techniques are given by Veis (1964).
3
Table 2 shows the values of the tesseral harmonics used. The data for
the tables were obtained using DOI 3. 7 and include the use of lunisolar per-
turbations and tesseral harmonics.
These observations are available on either punch cards or on the user's





This catalog is the result of the work of many members of the staff of
the Satellite-Tracking Program of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory,
who contributed in different capacities. The final checking and preparation
for publication were done by Mr. Peter Caliri, Data Division, and Mrs.
Janice MacDonald and members of the Data Section, Photoreduction Division.
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